ete
Appendix C to the Town of Port
Hawkesbury Municipal Planning Strategy
The Reeves Street Safety Study provides
recommendations for safety improvements
to Reeves Street using today’s traffic
counts and data. The study recommends an
approach for road dieting (moving from 4
lanes to 3 lanes in some areas), introduction
of AT infrastructure, sidewalk improvements,
access management improvements,
and intersection improvements. Though
somewhat counterintuitive, the move from
a 4 lane cross section to a 3 lane cross
section (with a shared centre turning lane)
has been shown to provide the same road
capacity but a much safer cross section
(given Reeves Street’s traffic volumes);
and, at the same time, it provides space
for AT infrastructure. The other benefit of
the recommendations in the report is a
distinct move from a ‘highway’ to an ‘urban
street’. This will have significant and visible
impacts to the character of Reeves Street.
The addition of the AT lanes connecting
Reeves Street to the NSCC campus could
be a significant driver of multi-unit student
housing in the downtown. Since NSCC is a
significant driver of the Port Hawkesbury
economy (see chapter 1), any improvements
that encourage connectivity to downtown is
a welcome economic incentive. If and when
the bypass is built, this change to an urban
street will be an improvement to the areas
tourism readiness.
Changes like those presented in the traffic
safety study are not uncommon. Many
Towns and cities are making similar changes
to improve the character of their streets.
These “Context Sensitive” transportation
solutions are taking into account alternate
modes of transportation, the character
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of the area, and the safety implications
for a wide variety of users (pedestrians,
cyclists and cars). In recent years, many
cities have moved to adopt a “Compete
Streets” program. Complete Streets are
streets thoughtfully designed for all ages,
abilities, and modes of transportation. A
Complete Street is safe, comfortable, and
accessible for pedestrians, cyclists, transit
users, mobility-impaired, and individual
automobiles. All transportation modes are
equally prioritized and no transportation
alternative is an afterthought. The street
network is designed and operated for all
users, generally slowing vehicular traffic
to ensure the safety of all modes while
maintaining the throughput of the street
network.
There is no one size fits all solution when
creating Complete Streets. Site specific
context and culture of a community must
be taken into consideration to “complete”
that street. Each individual street should
be viewed as a puzzle; to be brought to
completion the puzzle needs the unique
piece which fits in that location. That being
said, best practices and case studies give
guidance and suggestions on elements
which continually are found to improve
a street. Street improvements need
not always be cost intensive; there are
many cost effective methods to build a
Complete Street and to help improve street
quality in the interim of complete street
improvements.
Complete Streets can be implemented at all
scales and sizes of communities, and can
improve the atmosphere of a place from

DESTINATION REEVES STREET

a street located downtown to a street in
the suburbs. Complete Streets generally
contain strong urban design component
to encourage interaction by the different
transportation modes, people, and built
environment.

›› provide better/more transportation
alternatives

2.1 Why Complete
Streets?

›› creates walkable communities

Streets do more than get people from place
to place; they create spaces for engagement
and interaction. A well-functioning street
moves people to their destinations safely,
efficiently and with ease. They are not only
a part of a journey but also a destination
in themselves. Complete Streets can have
positive effects on the general population’s
health, the economics of the area, and can
play a role in addressing imbalances in social
structure.

By designing streets to accommodate
bicycles and pedestrians you make the
streets safer by reducing the likeliness
of vehicular conflicts and accidents.
Additionally, more “eyes on the street”
can reduce crime and improve the level of
comfort people have on the street.

There is a link between Complete
Streets and better general public health
as Complete Streets with attractive
active transportation alternatives create
preventative health strategies. A street with
multi-modal transportation modes which are
well integrated with surrounding built form
allow for an animated public realm. Design
treatments to the surrounding form that
are at a human scale and prioritize livability,
encourage lingering in that space.
Complete Streets offer a range of benefits
which can be cost-effective, and sustainable
such as:

›› improved safety
›› reduce traffic congestion
›› reduce greenhouse gas emissions
›› stimulate economic growth through
increased shopping and property values

A comfortable, enjoyable street will bring
people to the area, in turn bringing people
into the shops and businesses in the area.

2.2 Moving Towards
Complete Streets in
Nova Scotia:
Complete Streets have been growing in
popularity across the United States and
Canada. Over the last four years, cities
such as Calgary, Toronto, and Ottawa have
begun producing Complete Street policies
and supporting guideline manuals. Transport
Canada has begun to encourage the
implementation of Complete Streets through
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the use of terminology and resources.
At this moment no documentation has
been completed in Nova Scotia addressing
Complete Streets, however, future
infrastructure funding programs could be
geared to encourage more Complete Streets
in Canada. The use of Complete Street
terminology has been used increasingly in
supporting studies for street development in
the province of Nova Scotia; however it has
yet to make its way into provincial policy
documentation. The 2013 Report Low Posted
Speed Limit Study submitted by Dillon
Consulting for Nova Scotia Transportation
and Infrastructure Renewal touches on the
desire for the creation of Complete Streets
and the need to design road standards to
reflect this variety of uses in order for the
streets to be used safely by all. Terminology
for Complete Streets should be holistically
incorporated in policy documents at both a
provincial and municipal level to facilitate
the implementation of Complete Streets at a
local level.

How streets were built in the 20th Century

How streets should be designed
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A variety of resources in addition to this
document are available to guide the Town
of Port Hawkesbury in the implementation
of this conceptual development plan to
create Complete Streets. The Union of Nova
Scotia Municipalities (UNSM) has created
a document called Resolution Establishing
a Complete Streets Policy for Nova
Scotia Municipalities to guide municipal
governments in the implementation of
Complete Streets. This document outlines
for municipalities what factors must be
taken into consideration and elements
that must be implemented in the creation
of a Complete Street. The Ecology Action
Centre has been active in the creation
of toolkits and templates to promote
the creation of active transportation and
Complete Street policies in the province.
Organizations such as Complete Streets for
Canada (completestreetsforcanada.ca) offer
resources for municipalities and consultants
to aid in writing, designing and implementing
Complete Street policies. Complete Streets
has been gaining momentum in the
Maritime, and The Town of Port Hawkesbury
will be leading the way with the creation of
Reeves Street as a Complete Street.
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2.3 Elements of a
Complete Street:
There is no single formula for the creation of
Complete Streets. Each street works within
its own unique context which informs which
design treatments and improvements are
necessary to improve the functionality and
safety of the street.
This document contains guidance on a
range of street design treatments and
provides flexibility to adapt the treatments
to the diverse contexts of the different
streets in Port Hawkesbury. Included in this
section is an introduction to the different
street treatments and the benefits that

the presence of each treatment brings to a
street, as well as successful precedence’s
for Complete Street elements. These
elements can be utilized by designers and
decision makers in Port Hawkesbury to
develop Complete Streets, for Reeves Street
and others.

Sidewalks
Sidewalks are conduits for pedestrian
movement and access, enhance
connectivity, and promote walking.
Sidewalks are unique in structure as they
are not only corridors for movement
but also public spaces for interaction
and lingering. By connecting to building
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façades, sidewalks create the link between buildings
and street life through physical proximity and the
presence of spill-out activities. By encouraging walking
and lingering, sidewalks are shown to improve general
health and maximize social capital. As the expansion
of roadways encouraged the use of automobiles,
sidewalks became less prominent, especially in rural and
newer subdivisions. Now through the implementation
of Complete Streets, the expansion and attention to
sidewalks can encourage pedestrians to walk and get out
of the car.
To create a walkable street, pedestrians must be given
a clearly delineated, consistent zone that is safe from
vehicles. Planters and street trees should be used to
create a buffer between the sidewalk and road to
enhance the pedestrian realm and the feeling of safety.
›› A continuous sidewalk should be filled in on both
sides along the entire length of Reeves Street
›› Sidewalks should be wider in areas to encourage
spill out activities from commercial entities or on
sidewalks that see higher traffic use
›› Sidewalks must be continuous across driveways and
curb breaks
Like roads, sidewalks should be ‘designed’ to
accommodate the pedestrian volumes
4’ sidewalks

Absolute minimum sidewalk width for 1 person walking/wheelchairs

5’ sidewalks

Preferred sidewalk width for 1 person. Tight for 2 persons

6’ sidewalks

Preferred width for 2 persons walking

8’ sidewalks

Preferred width for 3 people (2 people walking, 1 person passing)

12’ sidewalks

Multi-use trail width for walking/cycling. Good width for high volume walkways
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Street Trees
Street trees are crucial to great streets offering a variety of benefits ranging from
physical to financial. By better defining the street edge, street trees play a role in
decreasing the frequency of crashes and injuries. Street trees have been shown
to improve the economic success of businesses located off the street. Trees also
address stormwater management needs and create a greener, more aesthetically
appealing street.
Boulevards are often cited as great streets due to the occurrence of street
trees. They separate large streets into parallel urban realms by enclosing the
pedestrian in an environment that is at a human scale and intimate, improving
the atmosphere and comfort of the street for the pedestrian.
›› Trees should be native species that are tolerant to urban environmental
factors such as salt and poor soil, among other stressors
›› Appropriate installation methods should be practiced to ensure the health and
longevity of trees
›› To avoid soil compaction from foot traffic, trees should be planted with
structural soils and drainage where the root ball is squeezed between the road
and the sidewalk.
›› Street tree species should vary so that a future pest doesn’t wipe out the
entire street (like the American Elm)
In addition to street trees, vegetation is important in the creation of a
comfortable pedestrian environment. Plants should be selected to ensure ease
of maintenance for the town so that the benefits of the plants can be reaped
consistently. Plantings can be used to announce entrances, define pathways
and create comfortable open public spaces. The recommended species for Port
Hawkesbury street trees include the following wind tolerant zone 5 species:
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Red Maple

Acer Rubrum

Sugar Maple

Acer Saccharum

Manitoba Maple

Acer negundo

White Ash

Fraxinus americana

Green Ash

Fraxinus pennsylvanica

Pin Oak

Quercus macrocarpa

Red Oak

Quercus rubra

Basswood

Tilia americana

Little leaf Linden

Tilia corsdata

Waterer Laburnum

Laburnum Waterri

Silk Lilac

Syringa reticula
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Crosswalks
Crosswalks are necessary to facilitate pedestrian
connectivity in a safe manner. A lack of crosswalks
creates an unsafe environment for both pedestrians and
motorists, with an increased likeliness of pedestrians jaywalking to cross the road at unsafe locations and times.
Additionally, a lack of crosswalks hinders pedestrian
access and efficient mobility and deters them from
walking along the road and further divides the street
cross-section.
›› Crosswalks should be delineated at frequent, well
thought out intervals along the length of Reeves
Street.
›› Crosswalks should be textured or a contrasting
material to delineate appropriate crossing locations
for pedestrians and to slow-down motorists
›› Crosswalks should be appropriately scaled for the
street cross section. Areas with faster traffic should
consist of crosswalks with flashing lights. Street
sections that are calmer may only need to be
delineated through paint and/or texture.
›› mid-block cross walks should be avoided
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Cycling Infrastructure

context of the ROW. One option is a multiuse trail. A multi-use trail should:

Cycling infrastructure creates a safe
environment for both experienced and
beginner cyclists to reach their destination
through a transportation mode that
improves health and decreases pollution.
However, unlike sidewalks, which are still
prominent in today’s society, separated
cycling infrastructure can be non-existent,
especially outside of city cores. Cyclists
are often expected to ride parallel with
motorized vehicles, decreasing safety, which
negatively influences cycling ridership.
When cycling infrastructure is implemented,
cycling ridership often increases.
Additionally, cycling has been shown to
be economically beneficial for businesses
located in proximity to bike paths, with foot
traffic and sales increasing.

›› Be located to one side of the ROW

Cycling infrastructure often takes one of
two forms depending on the surrounding
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›› Be located separate from the road
›› Wide enough for two directions of traffic
to pass safely
›› Can consist of any mode of active
transportation including walking, cycling,
skateboarding and rollerblading
The alternative form appropriate for cycling
infrastructure along Reeves Street is bike
lanes. Bike lanes should:
·

Consist of single lanes on both sides
of the ROW, heading in the direction of
traffic

·

Occur alongside the road, separate from
pedestrian traffic on a multi-use trail

DESTINATION REEVES STREET
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Off-Street Parking
Accommodating the vehicle involves
not only movement but also includes
parking. Complete Streets generally try to
move away from surface parking lots and
accommodate vehicles through on-street
parking as it serves a double purpose of
parking and traffic calming and creating
a continuous built realm. However, when
moving away from surface parking lots
are not a feasible immediate action,
intermediate action should be considered
to create visual shields from parking and
to mimic the intimacy created in the
pedestrian environment from infill projects.
Parking fronting onto a main street creates
an unfriendly urban environment, especially
for pedestrians. Parking lots enforce a
streetscape that is dominated by asphalt
and vehicles.
›› Minimizing curb cuts should be a
priority to create a continuous urban
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environment, reclaiming a unified
sidewalk for pedestrians. This can
be done by pairing and consolidating
driveways into one and accessing
parking lots from side streets.
›› Parking lots should be located off the
street front, behind developments, when
possible
›› Use vegetation to create buffers
hiding parking lots from the street and
pedestrians. Trees and vegetation should
be used to minimize the visibility of
asphalt
›› Clearly identify pedestrian zones within
large parking lots to improve the safety
and functionality
›› Parking lots can be utilized for spill
out activities in the interim of new
development to visually close the gap
between commercial components and
the sidewalk/streetscape

DESTINATION REEVES STREET
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Street Lighting and Furniture
Street lighting and furniture are key elements in the
creation of a sense of place and enjoyable atmosphere.
Lighting is extremely important on a main street. It
can extend the use of a space into the evenings when
pedestrians and cyclists feel safe in the area at night.
Lighting should be used to enhance the aesthetics and
functionality of the street and standards should be in
place to ensure uniformity informing a unique character
for Reeves Street. Lighting can be used to create a
comfortable atmosphere that encourages lingering along
the street.
›› Select lighting scaled for pedestrians
›› A uniform standard should be implemented
throughout the district
›› Lighting should be located along the street & adjacent
to parks, public spaces, walkways, and commercial
areas
›› Banners should be added to the light standards to
enhance the character and atmosphere of the area.
Banners can highlight the district or be seasonal in
content
›› Lighting standards should be chosen for their low
maintenance, resilience to climate, style and scale
Street furniture can be combined with lighting to
enhance the atmosphere of the district. It should be of
the same standard and style as lighting to enhance the
unique character of the area. This would mean a uniform
style for benches, waste bins, and bike racks throughout
the area. Street furniture such as benches and trees
create lingering zones, and encourage social interaction.
Bike racks should be located along intervals to encourage
active transportation as a feasible mode of transit
›› Select street furniture for its ease of maintenance and
durability in the climate
›› Should be placed out of the way of emergency and
maintenance vehicles such as snow plows
›› Bike racks should be installed at key nodes along
Reeves Street to encourage the use of active
transportation throughout the area.
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Signage and Wayfinding
Signage and wayfinding are crucial to a well-functioning
street. Signage should be directed at pedestrians and
cyclists as well as motorists; this involves signage at
appropriate scales and locations. Street signage can
serve a secondary purpose to wayfinding by adding to a
unified streetscape and region through integration with
selected lighting and street furniture styles.
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Façades
Similarly to street furniture, façades affect the
atmosphere of a street. Façades that are derelict, or
have no interaction with the street create unpleasant
streetscapes. This deters people from populating the
area, which reduces feelings of safety. Façades should
encourage a connection between the sidewalk and
the building through spill out activities, animated shop
windows, and different façade treatments, activating
the street. Additionally, it is beneficial when façades are
pulled up to the streetscape, and gaps are not created
in the urban fabric by parking, lanes or empty lots. This
could consist of infill and pad development closer to the
pedestrian realm. By infilling parking parcels and empty
lots, a continuous street edge is created. A better defined
street edge will be more engaging for pedestrians and
serve as a traffic calming technique.
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2.4 Design Principles
for Reeves Street
The following design principles were
prepared to guide the Destination Reeves
Street plan. Many of the principles were
gleaned from the public workshop and
online survey results, and some were
gathered from downtown best practices
research (filtered for Port Hawkesbury).
The design principles can be distinguished
between public realm principles (public
owned land) and private realm principles
(private owned land).

Public Realm Principles
1.

2.

3.
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Manage the transition of Reeves
Street from a highway conduit
through Town to an urban
collector that treats the street as
a destination (i.e. destination vs
conduit)
Introduce a street tree program
and a pedestrian scale lighting
program for the street
Accommodate truck traffic but
place equal importance on the
pedestrian and cyclists.
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4.

Connect NSCC to the downtown,
and the downtown to the
waterfront using cycle lanes, multiuse trails and widened sidewalks.
Make the community more
walkable

5.

Make the streets safer for
automobiles and pedestrians

6.

Make the streets more enjoyable
for pedestrians

7.

Connect neighbourhood parks and
open spaces to the downtown.

8.

Continue to invest in trails and
trailheads around Town

9.

Improve the quality of the
recreation experiences near the
downtown.

10. Create a gateway experience into
Reeves Street on both ends of the
street
11. Improve signage and wayfinding in
the Town
12. Strengthen the Towns brand
appeal
13. Strengthen the Town’s event
programs and promotions to
increase tourism.

DESTINATION REEVES STREET
Private Realm Principles
1.

Encourage mixed use development and more
people living on Reeves Street.

2.

improving the pedestrian realm and improving
the streetscape experience.
5.

Invest in the façades of Reeves Street buildings

Fill the ‘missing teeth’ on Reeves Street with
more businesses and multi-unit housing.

6.

Use landscaping to screen large parking lots and
improve the microclimate in the downtown

3.

Where possible, fill some of the large parking
lots with street related development pads.

7.

Cooperate on Reeves Street destination
marketing

4.

Bring future new buildings close to the sidewalk,
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2.5 Opportunities &
Constraints Framework
To inform the design process and understand the
opportunities and constraints of the street, a series
of maps were created illustrating the distribution and
character of land use, mobility, green linkages, and
strategic opportunities. This analysis demonstrates a
need to rethink the Reeves Street corridor as a Complete
Streets destination rather than a highway conduit.

1

Land Use
Reeves Street is zoned as commercial with pockets
of institutional, some single family & mobile home
residential and multi-unit residential. Reeves Street
commercial district is a mix of Big box retailing (Canadian
Tire, Sobeys), strip malls, small commercial businesses,
restaurants, hotels, car dealerships, gas bars, and some
offices. In addition to the commercial activities that occur
along the strip of the street, Reeves Street is home to
the main institutional buildings such as the Civic Centre,
the Strait Area Education-Recreation Centre and the
Nova Scotia Community College. Significant green space
in the form of open space and trail networks extend
as green fingers off the street. The entirety of Reeves
Street is supported by residential properties in close
proximity. To the west end of Reeves Street, there are
residential properties that could eventually be developed
as commercial or mixed-use uses.
To the north, running parallel with Reeves Street there
is a valley and stream network that feeds into Embrees
Pond to the west. This stream network provides a great
open space corridor only a half a kilometer from Reeves
Street and creates a natural buffer between the ‘old
Town’ and the new residential developments to the
north.
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2

3
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3 2
1

Commercial Highway
Institutional
Single Unit Residential
Multiple Unit Residential
Mobile Home Park

From a land use perspective there are opportunities for
multi-unit housing, mixed-use development, commercial
infills, improved greenway connections, improved parks
on Reeves Street, and commercial expansion to the west
(though grades are more challenging).

Open Space
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Existing Mobility
There are significant opportunities for mobility
improvements along Reeves Street. Currently there
are frequent gaps in the sidewalk along the street
from driveways, with the formal sidewalk disappearing
at Philpott Street. The need to connect NSCC with
downtown is a high priority for this plan, driving more
student housing into the downtown and enhancing
the connectivity of the community with NSCC. This
connection should be a mix of multi-use trail and on
street bicycle lanes. The connection between the
waterfront and downtown is made by MacSween Street
and Pitt Street, however, both street’s sidewalks are very
narrow and in relatively poor condition. These sidewalks
should be widened to 5-6’ width in the future to enhance
walkability between the downtown and waterfront.
Additionally, the abundance of parking lots fronting
onto the street breaks the pedestrian realm, increasing
mobility hindrance and decreasing the safety of the
street for all modes of transportation.

1

Potential Green Linkages
Reeves Street is surrounded by open space, with
many green pockets scattered along the street and
several trail connections from Reeves Street. There
is a need for better signage and wayfinding in the
downtown, continuing the elegant new signage created
for the trailhead at Embrees Pond. The investment in
MacQuarrie Park should be exposed by extending the

2

3
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1

3
2

Existing Surface Parking
Building Frontage on Reeves Street
Existing Sidewalk
Existing Trail
Existing Singalized Intersection
Existing Pedestrian Crossing
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park along the sidewalk of MacQuarrie Drive to Reeves
Street. Ideally, with a multi-use trail (3.1m) like the one
proposed between NSCC and MacSween Street. Strong
green networks encourage biodiversity diversity within
an urban fabric in addition to bolstering human physical
and mental health. Similarly, the use of wide sidewalks,
pedestrian scale street lighting, banners and street trees
should link Reeves Street with the waterfront.
The creation of a continuous public realm that is
consistent along the street and prominent spaces
throughout Port Hawkesbury would be ideal. The
linkages should be used to create strong connections
between Reeves Street and these prominent spaces
within Port Hawkesbury.
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Existing Open Space
Potential Green Linkages
Existing Trail
Potential Trailhead
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Key Development Opportunities
There are several large ‘missing-teeth’ on Reeves
Street that would benefit from infill development. The
large empty site between Town Hall and Reeves Street
would be an ideal mixed use development site. There is
significant potential for groundfloor retail with apartment
or student residences above. Similarly, this area would
be ideally suited to a seniors complex. At the western
end of Reeves Street, the residential zoned land would
eventually be ideal for commercial or mixed use if the
road sightlines were improved. Along Reeves Street
there are additional undeveloped properties that would
benefit from infill. Any new infill should be street-related
(building pulled up to the street with parking in the rear).

1

2

3
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2

1

Potential Infill
Existing Open Space
Existing Surface Parking
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Opportunity Framework
By overlaying the different high level analysis maps,
the large scale spatial opportunities and constraints
surrounding Reeves Street become evident. At the
smaller site scale, there are additional opportunities
and constraints that are outlined in the following urban
design chapter.
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